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Scenario:  Customer has 4 physical NICs (aka. vmnics) on their hosts, wants to use NSX-T, does not have a separate Edge cluster

Solution:  Two vmnics (failover order) are allocated to a regular VSS or VDS for all VMKernel traffic (VMotion, Management, etc.)
and VSAN traffic.  The other two vmnics for data (failover order) are allocated to NSX-T managed N-VDS switch.

The Edge VMs must be mapped very explicitly to map the Overlay through a separate VLAN backed logical switch.

VLAN Logical Switch - “Edge-TEP” - Edge Zone - VLAN 957

VLAN Logical Switch - “Edge-Uplink” - Edge Zone  - VLAN 0-4095 (Trunk)
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Subtlety:  The Edge Transport Node is part of the uplink zone
 and the overlay zone, but NOT the Edge Zone.

But, it connects to the Overlay THROUGH a VLAN logical switch exposed by the Edge Zone.

The Edge TEPs MUST be on a separate VLAN
and L3 Subnet from the ESXi host TEPs to avoid routing confusion on the host N-VDS.

They must be routeable.
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vnic1: N-VDS fp-eth0 overlay
vnic2: N-VDS fp-eth1 uplink-1

vnic0: eth0 management

vnic3: N-VDS fp-eth2 uplink-2

VLAN Logical Switch - “Edge-Uplink-1” - Uplink Zone  - VLAN 850

VLAN Logical Switch - “Edge-Uplink-2” - Uplink Zone  - VLAN 851
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The Edge TEPs MUST be on a separate VLAN
and L3 Subnet from the ESXi host TEPs to avoid routing confusion on the host N-VDS.

They must be routeable.

The Edge-TEP Logical switch MUST be tagged,
cannot be trunk and tagged via uplink profile**

Running Edge Nodes on the same cluster as the compute nodes

vnic0: eth0vnic0: eth0 vnic0: eth0

BOSH-deployed VMs

OVERLAY Logical Switch - “PCF Deployment” - Overlay Zone  VLAN 956

** We originally created a separate uplink profile 
with VLAN tag for the Edge fp-eth0 overlay N-VDS and used a trunk VLAN logical switch (“Edge-TEP”).  

This led to tunnels working across the Edge VM and other ESXi nodes, and between ESXi hosts,
but NOT from the ESXi node to the Edge VM it was hosting.

A packet capture illustrated that BFD packets from ESXi to the edge VM
were not being GENEVE encapsulated.   

This was resolved by removing the VLAN tag off the uplink profile (to avoid double tagging 
which broke physical connectivity),  and adding the VLAN tag on the Edge-TEP logical switch.

Port Group - “Management Network” - VLAN 0


